
 

 
WINTER/SPRING 2016 FSRI UPDATE 

FSRI India Delegation (February, 2016) 

In early February, an FSRI delegation composed of Hon. Rebecca Westerfield (retired), 

Dean Emeritus Jay Folberg, Associate Professor Hiro Aragaki and FSRI President Vic 

Schachter, worked in Bangalore, India.  The trip was both productive and successful with many 

activities, including: 

• Presentations to hundreds of students at Xavier Graduate School of Business and 

Christ College of Law (with mediation role plays and demonstrations of ADR techniques 

and skills). 

• A visit to the Bangalore Mediation Centre with its new Director (and a 

presentation to its mediators). 

• Presentations at the Bangalore ADR Commercial Mediation Conclave (sponsored 

by the Centre for Advanced Mediation Practice (CAMP), the Bangalore Chamber of 

Commerce and FSRI). 

• Consultation with leading mediators on legislative reforms to strengthen 

mediation in India. 

• Mediation training at Laila Ollapally’s mediation center (CAMP).   

The FSRI team was warmly welcomed and our efforts were greatly appreciated.  We had 

an excellent opportunity to strengthen and improve mediation initiatives in India.  Among the 

comments about our work were:  “the FSRI team is very much appreciated… mediation 

awareness has extended to a larger community… the feedback from Christ College of Law and 
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XIME [School of Business] is superlative... The discussions about proposed legislation for 

mediation and the Conclave were ‘exhilarating’…. the Refresher Advanced Training was 

important to enhance the skills of our mediator specialists… the FSRI team members were 

missionaries who worked tirelessly and provided a wealth of knowledge and information.” 

In addition, we have been providing ongoing counsel to our mediation colleagues in Sofia 

(Bulgaria), Zagreb (Croatia) and Tbilisi (Georgia) as they work to build, strengthen and expand 

their ADR programs.  

Speaking Engagements / Articles 

On October 7, 2015 Vic spoke to business leaders in Silicon Valley at the Markkula 

Center for Applied Ethics (Santa Clara University) on the topic “Bringing the Rule of Law to 

Underserved Regions Of The World While Promoting An Ethical Business Climate.” 

On February 3, 2016, The Almanac, a mid-peninsula Silicon Valley weekly newspaper, 

published a cover story on the work of FSRI and its leadership around the globe. 

Coming Up 

FSRI has been invited to work in Brazil and a delegation will be working there in 

late May.  Meetings are currently being scheduled with high judicial officers, law ministry 

and bar association officials, mediation leaders/directors - all with the goal of assessing how 

we might best promote mediation initiatives in Brazil and work to implement ADR programs 

tailored to meet its country needs.   

Next FSRI Board Meeting 

Scheduled for Wednesday, March 23 in San Francisco. 
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http://static1.squarespace.com/static/5410e9c9e4b04939fb5d8178/t/56d8974e4d088e2fbbfbce6a/1457035087101/The+Almanac+-+Agreeing+to+disagree.pdf



